In dental research, the data generated consist of two levels of hierarchy, a tooth-level and a surface-level, and dental caries outcomes exhibit spatial structures among neighboring teeth and surfaces, i.e., the disease/decay status of a tooth or surface might be influenced by the decay status of a group of neighboring teeth/surfaces. Assessments of dental caries at the tooth level yield binary outcomes, indicating presence/absence of teeth, and at the surface level yield trinary outcomes, indicating the healthy, decayed, or filled surfaces. Under a Bayesian paradigm, we develop a hierarchical spatial random effects model that accommodates the hierarchy from tooth-level to surface-level of the mixed discrete responses. At the first level, we focus on estimating the degree of spatial association between existing and missing teeth using an autologistic model. At the second level, conditioned on a tooth being non-missing, we analyze the extent of spatial-referencing for the non-missing tooth using a Potts model.
